(Presentation not yet started)
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Geneva Group International has reached such a size that clients and customers
are no longer focusing only on their consultants and their firm, but are
increasingly aware of the underlying international network as well. This requires
that we also direct communication more strongly towards this target group,
moving beyond mere cooperation. We must noticeably inject GGI with life for
our clients, and most of all for potential clients in the field of public relations.
In our case this is best achieved via the content that we deal with daily on behalf
of our clients and that continually gives rise to questions from these clients. If we
provide up-to-date information, suggestions and tips here, we will be taken notice
of. After all, anyone who doesn‘t find the information they are looking for with
us, will look elsewhere.
For this reason, ggiforum.com – the new information and press portal of Geneva
Group International will be launched, effective immediately.
(with the last sentence, the first slide blends in and remains displayed as long as
necessary so that all text can be read. Then switch to the second slide)
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The range of topics for the new website includes all topic areas in which GGI
members are active. The basic structure is largely based on our Practice Groups:
Auditing
Taxation
Law
Consulting
Corporate Finance
Trust & Estate Planning
These main points are then further subdivided into the individual specialized
fields.
Our customers and potential customers should get an impression of our range of
services. And at the same time, our members will have a chance to prove their
competence by making contributions to ggiforum.com.
ggiforum.com will also be used to address the press. On the website there is a
press center, which provides journalists with everything they require for their
work.
To start with, ggiforum.com will be in English. Spanish and German versions are
possible extension options. The pre-requisite to this is that the English version is
well received and actively utilised.
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The core of ggiforum.com are the contributions based around our range of topics. They
keep clients and those interested informed. They shape the profiles of the authors. And
they provide for GGI a content-oriented presence in the World Wide Web, as would
otherwise have principally been the case for the ‘Big Four‘.
In so doing, we have created the structure of the website in such a way that, in terms of
content, we also present ourselves as a network of independent member companies,
working on our own initiative.
In particular, this includes accepting specialist contributions from GGI members when
drafting reports. Here each firm can present itself with its own specialist subjects. The
first thing you will see on the chart is block quote from the article on the homepage. By
clicking on “read more”, you then call up the complete text. (Click on)
At the same time we also emphasize cooperation within the network, in that in
connection with articles that are suitable we present a list of experts on the respective
topic. (Click on)
As well as specialist contributions from GGI members, articles will appear on
ggiforum.com that we have had researched by editorial staff and prepared in a journalistic
manner. This guarantees up-to-date content and regular access to new articles.
In addition, will will be taking contributions from the GGI Insider. Many texts from this
publication are suitable for a wider audience. And by adopting these texts, the work of
our authors will effectively be doubled.
What is important is that contributions that appear here either have up-to-date relevance,
e.g. a change in the law, a new judgment etc. or are of use to the reader, in that they
explain something or provide tips. Of course, you should not reveal the finest details of
your strategies here. However, if the reader gets the sense that you could give him some
valuable tips, he is more likely to seek out further consultation.
And of the utmost importance: you are not writing for people with similar experience to
yourself, but, as a general rule, for lay people. And they would like to be able to
understand what you are trying to communicate. So please write in a manner that is easily
understood. And most importantly, keep it short. Texts that are too lengthy cause the
reader to disengage at an early stage.
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With the press centre, we hope to facilitate the work of journalists, in so much as
they will be given simple and uncomplicated access to the necessary materials.
First of all, these are the press releases themselves. Here we will post all press
releases released by GGI members, with regard to their business activities,
online. The press releases will be published in their original languages (with
some exceptions). Ultimately, they are aimed primarily at recipients from this
language group.
In addition, there is an area in which journalists can download photos and logos
for when putting together reports. This will enable quick access to the material.
There will be a link taking those interested from the Press Center to our
comprehensive ‘Event Overview’. This can be of interest, particularly to
journalists, in order that they can acquire an overview of the activities of GGI and
also to give them a feel for the size of the network.
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And now, Ladies and Gentlemen, come two areas in which you yourselves are the
point of focus – both as an individual and as a firm.
Our network is driven by people, by personal contact between client and
consultant. Therefore, we would like to present those people who give our
network a face in a prominent position on ggiforum.com, i.e. on the homepage:
namely yourselves.
Portraits of individuals fro the GGI network will regularly appear in the ‘People
Portraits’ rubric. (Click on)
As well as a photo, details of the firm and contact details, an article will be
included about the person and their professional history.
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Great significance is placed on the firms on our new website. And because there
are currently more than 300, we had to come up with something special in order
that we could present them all.
In the right-hand column of the webpage we have planned to have a row of fixed
positions, with a pre-assigned format and a pre-assigned design. This column is
present on all sub-pages of ggiforum.com.
One by one we are adding a corresponding graphic for each member firm. This
includes the logo of the firm and states its area of activity. From the graphic,
there will be a link directly to the homepage of the firm.
These graphics rotate, i.e. they switch between the six available positions so that
each firm can be seen with the same frequency and the users of the page always
see a different compilation. Anyone looking for a specific firm can access the
‘member Search’ via a link in the top menu of ggi.com.
The underlying principle of the network is visualized for us all here, in one place.
And for each individual firm, this is ultimately a priceless advertising space. An
advertising space that is positioned within the direct environment of a
professionally interested user group.
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With this structure, ggiforum.com is not just an information portal. ggiforum.com
is a considerable advertising platform for you and your firm.
•Demonstrate your personal expertise with interesting contributions.
•Insofar as that you as a firm cover various topic areas, put across the extent of
your services.
And this can all be put to active use:
• E.g. send your clients a link to an interesting contribution from your company,
if you have recently addressed a specific topic.
• Give acquaintances and friends the tip, that they should find out about a certain
topic on the ggiforum.com site.
• Make use of your newsletter to continually point out publications.
• Or simply show ggiforum.com to your contact partner, to give him an
impression of the worldwide GGI network.
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How can you be involved?
Send us interesting contributions – well-written, easily understood and not too
long. In order that we can publish them, we require the contributions to be in
English. If required, we can also have them translated for you.
Make your press releases available to us, so that we can post them in the Press
Center. These can be in English, but do not need to be translated as they are
intended for a specific language group.
Send us recent, good quality photos and an interesting text about yourself. Also
send us your logo as a printable file.
We will take care of the rest. ggiforum.com will be managed by an agency
specializing in public relations, marketing and the Internet. The interface between
you and the agency is Barbara Reiss, who works for us in the GGI Headquarters.
You can contact her if you have questions about ggiforum.com or would like to
submit material.
We are convinced that in ggiforum.com, we have created an important instrument
for the presentation of our network to clients and potential clients. If everyone
engages enthusiastically, the website could quickly become an important
information platform in the fields of auditing, tax, law and consultation.
So let’s make a start. ggiforum.com will go live within the new few days.
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Many thanks for your attention.
(if desired: open the floor for questions regarding ggiforum.com)
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